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Solar activity continued at rock bottom this ionth - just an 
occasional small plage and sunspot and a few snail flares. It is 
to the place now that the sun is called active if there is one 
plage somewhere on the disk. Sky time was not too bad for this 
time of year; it was 9% coronal spread over the middle half of the 
month. In a general way the sesing was not much improved over 
last nonth, but an improvement, can be expected as summer comes on.
A new mount was Installed for the image tube late in the nonth. This 
makes it possible to have a wide focus range for the tube and the 
lens that is mounted separately just in front of the tube. Another 
try oh 10830 spicules was made with the tube - they do not have very 
much resolution, but they are definitely there.
Aside from routine surveys on about one-third of the days, singular 
trys were a-ade on the followingx Hx and D., once-a-month spicules, 
disk spicules In H^, a v?ry fine coronal wave motion study in the 
red line. An unsuccessful attempt to see the coronal emission from 
the K line of calcium was made again - Frank Qrral at Sac. Peak has 
pretty well shown this to be from scattered light new, and we would 
like to duplicate his observations If v;« can. Another one of these 
coronal emission oddities that has *one on for a uuaber of years is 
the occurence of Do frequently in coronal regions well above the 
limb. Hal has felt that it must be due to scattered light, and we 
now have sets of observations that are fairly conclusive on that 
score.
Dave Bohlen spent six days at Climax familiarizing himself with the 
instruments and landing a hand to I ale during the1 Santa Fe meetings.
He had sorau sky and got quite a few observations. He is doing work 
on the disk in H , II & K, Palmer Limit, and sodium D lines, and plans 
a spectral map for use in Boulder. He will be back for a longer stay 
in June.
On the 16 Inch Dick Fisher has installed and lias operating his seeing 
meter - & device that monitors the image excursions at the guider 
and then fires the camera during periods of good seeing. It is hard 
to tell yet if the scheme improves the picture quality. He and Hal 
have put together - with Dick Dunn's help - a new filter setup that 
is much faster than the full Halid filter. It consists of the three 
thickest elements, essentially, of a Kalle filter with a 3 I H filter 
ahead of it. The abbreviated Halle gives a band maxima about every 
b t that Is about ± 8 wide, then one of these is tuned by the temper- 
lure and the tuneable polaroids to rK , and then all the others are 
rejected by inserting the 3 & filter. This system Is just into the 
testing stage nawf It is much faster, of course, but there seems to 
be a loss of contrast in the image.
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Also on the 16 inch one measurement was obtained with Charlie 
Ryder’s pclarimeter to get the polarization in a prominence. The 
plan is for this program to continue on a regular, but curtailed 
basis until the magnetograph is in and in use.
Everybody has probably heard the news on the snovoff contest by now. 
After a lot of cliff hanging for Mary Lou James and Jean Corbett 
the snow finally *ot a foot away from the gage at 10:00 AM on 28 May. 
The winner is Betty Davie over at NCAR. This is some kind of a first,
but it was bound to happen - it 5s the first time that no one at 
Climax was a winner• Meteorological research is paying off.
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